
Professional Learning Overview

Focusing on Growth

Examine growth over time  

Learn how to apply MAP® Growth™ data 

in goal-setting and data conversations 

to improve student learning. Use data-

conversation tools and protocols, identifying 

strengths and areas for growth, and looking 

for patterns at various levels—including 

student, classroom, grade, school, and 

district. Workshop activities support learners 

in interpreting and applying MAP Growth 

data in a way that fosters student growth 

over time and supports achieving goals in 

school and district improvement plans.
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Designed with you in mind

This Focusing on Growth offering is divided into segments of learning focused on answering a key question. Each segment is 
approximately one hour in length, customizable to fit your schedule. Your Professional Learning consultant will work with you 
to select the content that best meets your learning needs and determine the optimal cadence for delivery to your team. 

Explore a key question during each segment of learning

Investigating growth 

How can we define and talk about growth?

• Develop common language related to student growth.

How does MAP Growth measure and report growth?

• Explore growth reports at the student, class, grade, school,  
and district levels.

How can we review and analyze growth data?

• Investigate your students’ growth over time.

• Identify trends and examine root causes.

District and school goal setting

How can we set reasonable yet challenging goals? 

• Consider context in goal setting.

What tools can we use to set growth goals?

• Learn about resources and a process for goal setting.

• Create an action plan to address identified needs.

Delivery options tailored 
to meet your needs

Onsite learning
Face-to-face session with a consultant

Virtual learning
Live instruction through our online portal
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